Frankensystem

A legacy system held together by a patchwork of suboptimal and broken components over time. It depends on inefficient, outdated, and outmoded components.

When faced with challenges, we can make it work with enhancements.

Core services and mobile apps.

Count von Datum

This data-driven manipulator wields the assembled data set to his advantage, using every opportunity to shape facts, data, and the very data that matters.

Believe in a simple, handy database to be as easy as a database. Share data with others and their data in everything they do.

Flummux

The go-to guy for anyone in need of better data, better UX, and better business intelligence. He’s the one who makes the data shine.

Draws data out of people and into something more intelligent.

SnoSquatch

The one and only. This guy is the one you need when it comes to data-driven development.

The master of big data, he can handle anything.

Conquer the Monsters of Modernization

You can too.